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1． lntroduction

   Traditional writing instruction has for a long' time been concerned

with the quality of students' writing as a final product in such aspects as

grammatical accuracy and conformity to conventional rhetorical organiza-

tioh．i） From this perspective，'the writing process has beeh viewed as” a

single linear sequence of generating ideas， designing an outline， drafting

the paper and writing the final draft by makibg some cesmetic revisions

on the previous draft．”2）

   Howeyer， the'actual writing process is more ．complex． Writing is a

process that involves the discovery of meaning， as one writes．3' Considering

the actual process that writers go th．rough in creating a piece of writing'
C

traditional teaching methods are ine丘ective．

   Therefore， in the last few years， a paradigm shift has occurred in

writing' @pedagogy from a product-centered to a process-centered approach．

This summer， 1 had a chance of observing a writing class （English 2 ／

Writing Work shop） which put emphasis on a process-centered approach

at Fresno State University in California where our students have studied．

   'The purpose of this paper is to introduce the process-centered ap

proach to writing， and to describe how such'a class is conducted in the

U． S． 1'd 1ike to share what 1 have learned at the Writing ．Workshop． Some

suggestions wi11 be made for innovations in writing programs at the college

level．
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II． A Process-centered Approach

      A process-centered approach to writing foctises on m' eaning 'by freeing

  students from traditional classroom constraint＄． Research reviewed by

  Zamel‘） shows that in classtooms' in which risk taking is' encouraged， ttust

  is established， choice and authority are shared， and writing is viewed'as 'a

  meaning-making event in which students change as writers， adopt positiVe

  attitudes toward written work， and demonstrate rea1 growth in writing

  performance．

      In a procesS approach， the teacher does not lecture on the process

  theory of composition．5） This is not only useless to the students 'but may

  even be harmful because “they may get the mistaken impression that there

is a fixed process of writing which must be followed． in all' cases．”6） ln

stead， “studentS should fipdj through successful writing experiencesl a

  process of'writing whieh 'is bomfdrtable and effective for each individual．”7'

' lylost reseqrchers in this qrea attempt to define stages or elements

  in the process of writing． Murray （1978）8' explains that prewriting， writing，

  and rewriting are the ter m most often used． Murray' （1980） illustrates the

  process of discoveting of meaning as one writes as follows ：
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  the process． of discovering of meaning

A central point of the process approach is continual drafting 'and revi一

 ：一n一 9） ・slons．

    Flower and Hayes，iO） however， caution that these stages are not linear

steps． They propQse a hierarchial structure for their processi model． ln ． it

  K
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they emphasize writirtg as a thinking process， mention ， subprocesses， and

show how these interact in the total process．

    Feedback' from the teacher and from peers plays as important role．

The teacher can point out ・unclear ideas and inadequately supported points，

and changes in organization can be suggested． Ling uistic errors may

disappear in subsequent drafts as content changes and so should not be

the focus at this stage・ unless they seriously hamper communication．”ii） ln

class， students can be directed to ask questions abo ut parts of the writing

which they find・especiallY interesting or hard to understand．

Regular Practice and Focus on the Content

    In addition to assumptions．about the nature of writing itself， there are

two additiQnal assumptions about the teaching of writing． The first is that

writing is best taught by having ＄tudents write as much as possible．

Lectures on grammar or techniques of writing at 1east for advanced'

students， shbuld be kept tb a minimumm sp that as much‘time as possible

can be used for students to write and discuss their writing with'class-

mates．'2） Corder （1977）i3） talks about the effectiveness of learning by

doing． He describes learning tasks in which the ability to use the language

is achieved'through using the language． By having students learn to write

by writing， the writing becomes both the end and the means．

    One way to provide reg ular practice is to keep a journal． The purpose

of the joumal is “to give students whose experiepce with English has been

mostly passive absorption of k'nowledge about the language， a chance to

use it and even to experimept with it．”i‘） Stuqents could write whatever

they'd 1ike to tell or ask their friends without worrying about making'

mistakes． Keeping a joumal helps insti11 writing discipline by providing an

impetus to w riting reg ularly．'5）

    Teachers evaluate the joumals mainly for effort， thdughtfulness and

the correct number of entries． Perhaps because of the emphaSis on content，

the journals may be the most gen uine comm'unication aspect of the

course．'6） The researchi7） shows that more positive comments that cor-

rections help the students to haVe confidence in their ability to ・write． lt is
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repo．rted that at the end of the tetm， they can write much faster and with

         18）
more ease．

    Another assumption about the teaching of Writing is that students

should be encouraged to keep separate the times when they are working

with creating meaning and the times when they are thinking about how

best．to present their meaning to their readers． Perhaps it is possible for

e'

?垂?窒奄??ced writers．to both think of what they want． to write and to look

critically at their writings as they are Producing it， but “inexperienced

writers （an do both things more efficiently if they do them at different

times．”i9） This especially means thaC‘concem with g rammatical accuracy

must be postponed until ideas are developed．”20） lf we do， it wi11 mak e for

student ‘put downs'．

S加d6nts Models

  Shaughnessy （1977）2” suggests using student coinpositions as models．

This can be done by saving the be'st studen t compositions． and then

possibly polishing them a bit． Using students writing as a model gives

students an example from someone similar to'them' in ability， background，

and interests． This helps overcome the “yawning chasm”22） （Freedman：

1983）一that'too often exists between the model students are to leain from

and their own compositions． When teachers use thel'r own or students'

compositions as models for students， it should be dOne in such a way that

students learn from the models but do not copy the ideas in them．

Using Reading in the Writing Process・

    Reading helps students write in English． At the simplest level，“ readip， g

can give the students ideas and' 垂窒盾魔奄р?them with soUrces of information，

and also ideas to enh'ven their writing and often 'subjects to write about．

In a more subtle way， “analytical reading can increase their awareness of

how others' writing affects them and thus make more sensitive to how

their own writing wi11 affect their readers．”23' Thus analytical reading can

lead studentS 'to solution＄ for such problems at every stage of the writing
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process ： prewriting， writing a draft， revising．

III． English 2 （Writing Workshop）

    The following is the outline of a Writing Workshop at Fresnd State

University．

1 Course

    Writing Workshop was an three-week intensive course iri written

English． lt Qffers'the students help improving basic skills apd producing

clear and effective prose． A process-approach to writing was used． Dr．

Corrinne Hales， a professor of the English DepartMent， who is 一very kind

and ＄upportive， conducted the 61ass． lt lasted for three weeks frorh July 11

to August 29．

2． Subjects

    Thrty-one Japanese students in our college， 15 freshmen， 8 sophomO-

res and 8 j uniors， were enrolled・ in ．this course for the summer term．

Most of theni are majors in ・English language or literature． Only three

'students are'in Japanese literature． All of the students except 'one were

for the 'first time to receive education in the U．S．

3． 'Course Obj ectiv6s

）1

）2

）3

Students ．will do some writing in class each day，' and move from

septences and paragraphs to complete essays．

Students will study the process approach to good essay writing

and students will concentrate ' 盾?prewriting， composing， and

revlsmg．

Through the experience of writing a number of compositions，

students will gain confidence in expres＄ing themselves in English．
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4 Activities

    The teacher will bring in stories， poems， essays， and other pieces bf

writing， which students wi11 read albud and discuss． Students will have

'occasional guests to interview and write about， and they will be asked to

read and respond to each other's writing in workshop fashion． The teacher

will collect'the students' work each day and return it to them the next

day． Some days there wi11 be additional homework assignments． At the

end of the first and second weeks， students will choose one piece・to revise

and polish over the weekend． Toward the end of the 一third week （the end

of the course）一， students will choose their favorite piece of writing and' make

it as' perfect as they can for the final aSsignmerit．

5． Course Requirements

    Students wi11 be required to write several short assignment during the

term． Also， they will be asked to伽d a book they really want to read， and

choose agcording to their English reading ability as well as their interest．

Writing a short-summary of their reading will be offered at the end of

class． Students will be required to keep a daily journal． Students' final

grades will be based on the teacher's assignment of several thipgs．

）
）
）
）
）
）
）
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Final writing exams

Reading summaries

Daily assig' nment

Journals

Class participation／Conversation

Effort

Improvement （Because students are at several different levels of

English skills， their work will not be compared with each other，

but the individual progress' each of them．has made will be

studiedL）

7 Overview of the ClasS
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    Nonfiction prose types of essay writing include narration， description，

exposition， and argumentation． Each type一 has certain uses and thus lends

itself to certain types． lri this・ coUrse， students studied mainly description

and narration．

    At first， paragraphs consisting of a topic sentehce， followed by several

supporting sentences'about'that same topic were introduced． ln the

description type， which portrays in words a person， place， or subject， or

object or a combination of persons， places， or objects， students learned

mainly about a person and a place． They reported on any one of the three

young people （Jason， Jodi and Danny） they had interviewed in class． They

also described a person whom they・really didh't like by explaining what he

or she looked like and why they hated him or her．

    Next， students looked at the picture “Room at Arles”' by Van Gog h，

and wrote about what they saw in the pict！ire， who they think lives in

this roOm， how this room made them feel． They also wrote Sentences that

described a room that they knew very well． The teacher made the students

aware that their readers would be unfamiliar with the room．' @They included

an explanation of the room， what the room means to them-How they

felt about the roo m in their writing．

   'They also wrote a s hort prose piece that clearly described one of therr'

important childhood memories． They described the event in as much detail

aS they could， and explained why it was-so 'sig nificant to them． Sometimes

they watched the movie “Pretty in Pink” arid discussed the story， and

described the main character， or their impression of the story．

    In the narration， a story-telling technique which recounts an event，

or a series of events， usually in chronolbg ical order， was introduced． The

teacher stressed that a narrative story can either factual （it really happen-

ed）， or fictional （the writer or speaker created it in his or her imagination）：

The students wrote a short English version （re-telling） of a story they'

know-maybe one they heard as a child． Sometimes， they divided

into groups of five or six people． Each group made a story or retold in

English・ one they knew． This could be a children's story or an adult story．

They discussed it among themselves and one person of the group' wrote

down the story on paper．
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     The next day， students took the rough draft they wrote in class the

day before as a group， and revised it by themselves． They．made any

changes they liked一一一一一in the length， the paragraphs， the grammar， the

word choices， the'content-anything to make the story better than it

 was．

     In the final exam， ．there were two writing assignments． One was that

 they looked baek at all of their writing for this 61ass for three weeks， and

completed their favorite piece of their o' 翌?writing by spending time at

home revising， expanding， polishing it to be their best work in English．

 They checked their spelling， their sentenCe structure， their paragraph

organization． lf ，they weren't sure about a grammati'cal construction or

some other usage problem， they looked through a book or a magazine

until． they found a similar sentence to use as a model．

     The other assigninent was the writing assig nmerit of “their future”一

 in class． Students thought about it for a few minutes， and then wrote a

three-paragraph essay that' described their gQal or dream in life， explaining

why they had this dream （when・they got the idea）， and also how they

'planned to go about accomplishing their goal． They used plenty of specific

details and examples to support general statements． They used any

 dictionary they liked， and asked any questions they had during the exam．

     About 'individual reading assig nment， there was no examination be-

 cause the reading speed of the students was different qnd the teacher

expected them to get pleasure frbm their reading， as well as improving

 their language skills． Then at the end of the coursel students．were

requested to write a short summary of their reading so far． Students wrote

 pne or two paragraphs in their own Eng lish words about they had read．

     Often， the teacher gave' reading assignments to the students． One

 essay was “TomQko on her Television Career”． Stud6nts thoug ht about

all the thipgs Tomoko said about women， career'， ． marriage， etc． Fbr

exaMple， How wa＄ her experience different or similar to them？ About what

 do they agree with her？ or About what did'they disagree with her？ Did

 they have strong feelings about anything she said？ They chose one specific

 issue in the essay （one that they had strQng feelings about） and wrote a

． response of their oWn．
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   In the journal assignment， students wrote four days a week from

Mohday to Thursday． The teacher collected the journals each Friday， read

them， and handed them on Mondays． They picked qp the subject to a

television program they watched that day， a newspaper ot magazine article

they read．that day， a particular event that happened to them that day， or

a book and so on．

    To our surprise，， at ． first the teacher did not correct grammatical errors

in their' @writing． She responded to the contents of their writing， especially

the ideas and experiences related， expresSing their agreement or disagree-

ment， sharing similar experiences e'xpressing surprise， or even confusion

and so on． Sometimes the 'teacher． introduced examples of student jburnal

entries． lt helped them gjve clues to writing journals． Every week， students

were willing to get back their journals because warm comments， en-

courag ement， and suggestion， were written in the notebook． Thus com-

munication between the teacher and students were well developed and it

motivated them to write in English．

8． Students Writing
N

    In a three-week intensive'course of writing workshopi most students

showed a great improvement in their writings． The following are the

・revised students' writings． Each writing has encouragement or suggestion

from the teacherl

）
）
）
）
）
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Student Essay

Student Essay

Student Essay

Student Essay

Student Journal Entry

＃ 1 （Description／Person）

＃ 2 （Exposition）

＃ 3 （Description／Subject）

＃ 4 （Description／Subject）

       ＃5 ， i

1） Student Essay ＃1（Description／Person）

The Person Whom 1 Don't Like Most

The seminar teacher at college， 1 don't like him very much． He is
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about forty and has two children， they are a five-year-old g irl and a two-

year-old boy． Until I selected the seminar of him，11ik ed him so m uch

because his way of teaching was very good and he made me 1ike English

grammar． But at ＄eminar time， he changed a lot．

    1 think probably he has no desire to teach us （members of the seminar）．

The seminar class has to be one and half hours． But' ??is always．in class

for only a half hour． He hardly ever teaches anything．

    He often invites some students of setninar for going for sail every

Sun dayJf a student tells him that shg is too busy to go， he loses his temper

面面ve「a響elsthe典denfsluestiOn昏Can yoゆell。ve itP冥e ls so

    He often invites us to his house tgo．． lf you go to his house， you have

to wash the dishes and clean the room and take care of his children． lf the

child・wets his pantsi you have to change bis pants． He treats us 'students

lik e-housewives；' He excercises his authority over us a's a 一teacher． ． We can't

oppose him． lf I d6 so， he wi11 giye me an “F” and I wi11 fail the exam． I

don't think I want to be a teacher like him．（耳． B．  ajunior）

（Comment）

Excellent！ This guy sounds．like Some teachers 1've．known． They ・abuse a

position Of authorl'tY when they behave 1ike this． Your writing makes his

character and your feelings very' clear． It sounds 1ike he takes advantage

of，his positions as a teacher． 1 think your 'statement comparing his

treatment of Students to'“hou'sewives” is especially effective．

2） Student Essay ＃2（Exposition）．

       About “Who Cares For Our Elders？・ ”

    1 read the article of “Who cares for our elders？．”． Accbrding一 to this

article， the family bears the brunt of govern ment neglect． lt is a con-

se叩・nce gf g・v・・nm・nt in・¢ti・n t・the ag・d p・・bl・・n・ln Am・・i・h・nur・ing

house care is costly and of poor quality． So the fqmily must live a hard

life． Therefore'they want the government to pay hig her taxes to'support
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it． And the government must emphasize the aged problem．

    In Japan the problem is very importantJf we live with the elderly，

we・must make one or two choices． One is to send the elderly to a home

for the aged and the other is for their family to tak e care of them． lt is

di伍・皿t‡0鋳whi・h．・h・ice i・． bett・・b・伽S・th・y h・v・merit・and

demerits． For example． if the elderly are sent．to a home for the aged， their

family n eed a lot 一〇f money to pay for their' care， but the elderly form deep

relationships with・people of the same generation．・ On the contrary， ，if their

family take ca．re of them， ． one member must always attend tQ them．

However， it produces a relationship of mutual trust between members of

the ・family．

    Now 1 live apart from grandfather and g-randmother． So the problem

of the elderly is not a real one for me． But it is problem that we must face

in the future． Then 1 think we take care 'of them by ourselves as much

as we can． Now we are young， but we wi11 get old some time． Therefore

we must tackle the problem seriously， and moreover 'we must ・dea1・ with

it suitably according to each case， （M． K．一a sophomore）

（ComMent）

Excellent！・This is a very intelligent revision． 1 am excited to see you

discussing such a complex issue in English and you are doing a terrific job

of it． This is'an example of using English ESL real language （not simply

as・ a subj ect to study）． You ・are ・really saying sQmething important 一here，

and you are saying it with gtace and care

3） Student Essay ＃3（Description／Subject）'

My Dream

    1'm twenty years old now． So after five years pass， it'11 be the third

year since 1 g rad uated from colleg e and 1'11 be twenty-five years old． 1'11

work at．the place of work which chose by血yself at that time． I haven't

decided a particular occupation which 1'want to take yet． But' 1 would 1ike

to，work at a place・ where 1 can use English because 1'm studying English
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at college． But 1 think 1， rhust study English hard in order to realize my

dream．

    Then， how wi11 be getting along after ten years？ 1 think 1'11 probably

marry someone and bring up' @my，baby． That man whom 1 want to marry

is a sympathetic and reliable g uy． 1 want to have three children and sperid

my life happy with my ・family． And if my hushand approves of my

working and I can cOexist with 'work and housework． 1 want to have a

carrer beca use 1 want to try my ability in society and want to develop my

specia1 talent． But after all，・ before everything 1 wish for my family a happy

life．

    Finally， 1 would 1ike to write・about my specia1 dream for my old．age．

My long-cherished dream is to set up my shop， for example， coffee shop，

'cafe shop and fancy goods shop， with rr｝y husband． A coffee shop which

I went． into once was run by an old man and wife， and the atmosphere of

the shop was happy by ，their harmoniousness． 1 can't forget the com-

fortable feeling of the shop and 1 have wapted to set up a ShQp with an

・tm・・ph・・e・f f「i・ndliness肱・th・ir shqP by th・t tim・・．Wh・n I g・t・ld…I

want to live with husband happily． （F． N．一a j unior）

（Comment）

'Excellent！ This is a lovely essay a bout your future． 1 am certain you will

have a good life． 1 can imag in'e visiting Japan someday and going to your

coffee shop when we are both old． Your English is getting一 better and，

better． lt is beg inning to sound more 'relaxed and natura1 'as you write and

speak． This exam shows completely and a nice 'style． Your English

imProves quickly when you use it often．

4） Student Essay ＃4（Description／Subject）

My Future

    When 1 was a little child， 1 tad many dreaMs． For eXample， 1 wanted

-to be a kindergarten teacher in elemeritary school and a riurse-in jupior

high school． And I waS so simple-minded that I wanted te be a woman
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policeman When I watched a TV program about the police． But I found

士ny goal when I entered college and began to think about my future

seriously． It is to become an English tβacher．

    There are two reasons for being an English teacher． One is that I like

to come in contact With耳nany people・1So I want to choose an occupation

that is related to m3ny people． The teacher can・make many studen‡

acquaintances． The other is that I met a great English． teacher in high

school． He was always thinking about each individual stμdent． I had great

respect for him． When I didn't succeed in the entrancb examination of the

colege I wanted most to enter， he ericouraged me。 He was a g feat teacher．

    It is very di伍cult for me to become a teacher． I can，t understand

English w611， but I am． making●efforts to accomplish Many． goal． For

example， I take an English qqalifying examination and now， going abroad

to study is useful for me． I think of cours6 studying is very'important to

be a teacher， but human relations are more impOrtant． Many people's touch

                                                          し

may cause various troubles． Then I must dea1．with七hese suitably． So I

belong・to a club now and I want to make many acquaintances and have

various experiences． About carrying this out， a di伍cult situation is going

on now． Therefore I'll do my best to achieve．my goal and make the most

of A・merican lif¢here． I hope I w皿l become a teacher Iike you．  （M． K．

    ajunior）

（Comment）

Excellent！ This is a g reat dream ahd 1'm certain 'you wi11 be able to

accompiish it． Your English improves every day． This essay shows the

results of much hard work and practice．．lt is・lovely． You only need to keep

Practicing一 using your English-to g'et better and better． 1 think your

interest in music will help to make you a great teacher too． Your．

personality seems especially suited to teaching-don't you think so？

5） Student Joumal Entry
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（Comrhent）

Do you have

medicine？

Fresno air

is bad for

asthma． I

ha ve asthma

and my doctor

says this

place makes

lt worse．

（Comment）

This is

too bad．

You get very

tired when

your asthma

is bad． This

isn't good

for you．

Proeess Approach to Writing

Junly' 7

    1 went to the'Student Health Center with a

teacher． Because 1 had an attack of asthma because

of yesterday's' 鰍盾№№奄獅〟D 1've been an asthnia patient

sin6e 1 was 9 years old． When 1 was a junior high

schgol and high schopl studentl 1 seldom had asthma

attacks because 1 took' 垂≠窒?in club activities， but

now that 1 am in j unior college， 1 have it frequently

and 1 especially had it often since 1 carpe to Califor-

nia 一 1 had it three times in less than three weeks．

    As‘1 thought， it・ is on account of American

eating． American food and Mexican food do not

ag ree me． And the．trouble is that 1 didn't bring

my asthma medicine to California． 1 have diMculty

when 1 have． an attack and 一1 make a nuisance of

my．self for everyone， so 1 decided tp go．'to the ，

Student Health Center．

    When 1 went there at' first． 1 noticed that there's
                          '

no pec曲r， disagreeable． smell． When we enter a

Japanese hospital， we have a smell of inj ections and

medicine． When 1 was a child， 1 disliked this smell

arid was wracked with fear． But the Health Center

has no smell and is a calm place， 1 felt that this

building was not a hospital， but a hotel．

    And also the doctor was a very kind man． He

asked me， “Can you speak English？” 1 answered “A

little” H ap．d he spoke very slowly． The doctor said，

'“ iUst walk， and you・ don't jog and if you really don't

eat American food， ybu need to eat many fruits

，・≠獅?vegetables．”

    Anyway my blood pressure is average and my

health is good． Really everyone of the hospital wor一 ．

kers is very k ind， so 1 think 1 woudn't mind entering
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such a good hospital． 1 need to recuperate． 1 don't

want to have a bitter experience． By the way， the

wine of Fresno． State Univ．'s factory is very deli-

cious！ （S． S．．a freshman）

（Comment）

Yes． Be ca reful． You don't want to end up in a

hospital over night． Did they give you any medii

cine？ Would anthing 1ike Primatene Mist help you？

You can buy it at a drugstore． Take care of yourself．

9． Students' Response

    After a three-week intensive course， 1 gave a questionnaire to the

Japanese students who had taken the Writing Workshop． Here are the

students' comments．

    About the question of the difference between the Japanese way of

teaching and the American Way of teaching in college， as follows ：

（Japanese way of teaching）

       will put emphasis on memori'zation and grammar．

        will overemphasize'grammatical correctness．

       will limit the topic or content．

        will be concerned with form． ．
       ．will have'few oppottunities for students to a'ctually write．

（American' way of teaching-process approach to writing）

        will give a chance of writing freely．

        will place importance on paragraph-writing．

        will provide the enjoyment of writing．

        will encourage the students to think in English．

        will Put emphasis on the content rather than on form．

        will g ive confidence in writing．because their compositions are not

        corrected at the first stage．

        Keeping a j“ournal provided qn impetus to write regularly．
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    About the question of “What made you change after you have learned

process approach to writing？”， here are the students' answers．

      ' Students did not feel pain in writing English， and came to like

       writing it．

      ． They could write fast and with ease．

． They found that English sentences could・be made the basic words

 or vocabularies．

r They learned paragraph writing or essay writing．

． The desire to write in English has greatly increased，

' They could think in English．

' They gained confidence in writing English．

． They learned writing as joy．

'They learned that the content was more important than on the

form as they write．'

． Expressing ideas in Eng lish became a happy experience．

IV． Summary

    In this pap'er， 1 have introduced the process-centered approach．to

writing and described the English writihg class at Fresno State University．

    The process-centered approach is．different 一from traditional writing

instruction which has for a long time been' concerned with， the quality of

students' writing as a final product in such aspects as grammatical

accura cy and conformity to conventional rhetorical orgapization． lt puts

emphasis op content rather than form． Students write as much as they can

without worrying about the form of what they write down．

    A ．central point of the process-apProach is continual drafting and

revision． Teachers could spend their time more profitably in responding to

the important aspects of cohtent and organization in writing， rather than

in providing elaborate 'corrective feedba'ck．2‘） When the writing is to be

turned in or made public in some way， grammatical and mechanical errors

may be corrected in the final draft．

    The three-week intensive writing workshop of Japanese college stu-

dents show＄ that their writing has improved greatly． Especially keeping．
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a journal helped instill writing discipline by providing an impetus to write

regularly． Most students expressed that they could write English fast and

with ease． They also reported that they learned how to write eSsays． It is

a remarkable fact'that the process-approach to 一writing gave encpurage-

ment for students to write and it provided them a confidence in English

writing． ．
V． lmplications for the Teaching of ESL Writing

    The main goal of any kind of writing is effective communication． To

become a good writer， students' must learn to use intelligently the many

tools and techniques ．of， langua．ge and composition． Mastering these will

be enable students to present their thoug hts clearly， logically， and con-

vincingly．

    However，' these hallmarks of effective writing-ideas that are fresh，

thoughts that are developed， relationship that are explored一一一一do not

simply' @flow from a pen．2'5） They are the products of the insig hts gained

from the writing process， a process that helps' 唐狽浮р?獅狽?discover， explore，

and refine' what they think and why． Therefore， the learners' 盾?the

composing process must be given opportunities to develop ideas and

engage in interaction with potential readers．26） This view accords well with

curfent Ll surveys of research on the teaching of writing． （Loger'＆

Applebee， 1986 ； Petrosky ＆ Bartholomae， 1986）

    In order to help students improve writing， lectures on grammar or

techniques of writing should be kept to be a minimum so that as much

time as po' 唐唐奄b奄?can be used for students to write and discuss their writing

with classmates． Students can learh how to write by writing． Raimes also

demonstrates that “Since writing cannot really be taught， students learn

most of doing more themselves-writing and discussing their work with

each other and with the teacher．”27）

    On the other hand， it is a fact that many ESL teachers still do ， not／

view process apprdaches as applicable to or appr6priate for students whose

English is limited： “Teachers may be inclined to retreat from English

writipg as an． instructional activity and tq．focus insteqd on ．spelling，
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vocabulary and grammar．”28） Corisequently， the writing anxiety of stu-

dents will increase ahd 1ead to their belief that teachers expect perfect

Papers． But as Shaug hnessy （1977）29' and numerous other writing theoriSts

have． ppinted out， it is in the context of creating， sharing， and valuing

tneaningful content， in the context of ericouraging exploration and risk

taking， that product concerns can effectively be addressed； ' '

    Therefore teachers should draw attention to and help them 'under-

stand their problems and show them how to revise their texts effectively．

In this way， students learn that writing is most essentially a process of

communication． 1 hope this paper will prove to be． of some interest to my

fellow teachers．

       N           ・

1 would like to express many thanks'to Dr． Corrinne Hales at Fresno State'

Unive' 窒唐奄狽凵C for her help in providing materials' books， and for sharing her ideas

on the process-centered approach to writing ； to the thirty-one students of our

college who answered the questionnaires and to the students whose written work I

have used．
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